Fresh ideas for your home
Increased comfort with modern JUNG technology

Breathe new life into your
electrical installation!
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Increase your home comfort, reduce
costs and protect the environment
JUNG can give you many ideas for increasing the level of
comfort and convenience in your own home, simply by replacing the existing switches and sockets. With a modern
control system for the lighting, temperature and blinds, you
can also do something good for the environment and save
money at the same time. Energy saving is child’s play thanks
to JUNG technology. Let yourself be inspired!
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Ideas for a fresh
emphasis

Lighting control

Set the right mood for any occasion for you and your guests with individual room
lighting control! Whether it’s a romantic evening for two, a sparty with friends, a
formal business lunch or you on your own with a good book: with modern lighting
control from JUNG you can always create the right atmosphere.
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More ideas about lighting control
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Switch your lighting automatically to the right atmosphere!
Demand-based, automatic lighting control is not only convenient but also saves energy: simply
replace the light switches in the hallway and in the staircase with an automatic switch. Sockets
with an LED orientation light provide increased security against trip hazards.

Dimming twice: the universal
touch dimmer is ideal for
retrofitting. It is now possible
for example to dim a wall
lamp and a ceiling lamp which
previously could only be switched.

Socket with lighting: the
integrated LED pilot light
provides enough brightness
to enable you to visit the
bathroom in the night without
having to switch on the main
light.

Lighting control

Lighting control

Create the mood: dim the lighting in the lounge
exactly as you wish. This not creates a nice
atmosphere but also protects the lamp and saves
electricity.

Light only when it is needed: the automatic switch
is only triggered when someone is in its detection
range. The light therefore does not remain switched
on by mistake which in turn saves electricity. The
wireless radio version can also be placed wherever
it is needed e.g. on the stairs for increased safety.
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Blinds control

Blinds control
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Ideas for shutter
and blind control

JUNG also has ideas for your blind and shutter control! It is
worth updating your existing system with the convenient JUNG
solutions. The blind control functions simply at the touch of a
button or automatically according to a “schedule” – increased
security for your home and more comfort for you!
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Further solutions for shutter
and blinds control

Security during your holidays: with the universal timer, you can
program a schedule for your blinds so that the house always
appears occupied during your absence. This makes you feel
safe and secure.

Stay flexible: you can place the flat radio transmitter wherever
you need it – and control your blinds and shutters simply and
conveniently at the touch of a button.

Control your blinds and
shutters however you like!
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Becker, M./Knoll, P.: Study of potential for energy savings with the use of integrated building automation systems
based on analysing DIN 18599 and EN 15232, Study on behalf of LonMark Deutschland, June 2007

1

Strong team: With the centre plate for blinds control,
you can simply raise and lower your blinds and shutters at the touch of a button. The combination of the
sun and twilight sensor ensures that the blinds are
lowered in good time and the building is protected
against excessive sunlight. When there is insufficient
sunshine, the blinds and shutters are automatically
raised again.

Blinds control

Blinds control

Combine the control of your lighting and blinds: you can thus bring together natural and artificial
light, have a pleasant level of brightness in the room – and save up to 61%1 energy!
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Ideas for radio control

Radio control

Lighting, blinds, temperature: All conveniently controlled via radio. The
modernisation is really child’s play – without any extensive laying of
cables and without any noise or mess. The JUNG radio system does
not consist of individual solutions. It is a well-conceived system in
which the individual components coordinate with each other. All the
functions in the house can therefore be controlled via radio signal –
convenient, flexible and accessible!

Radio control
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The entire flexibility of the
JUNG Radio Management

Built-in radio actuator:
ideal for inserting in
suspended ceilings.

Flush-mounted radio
actuator: fits perfectly in
the canopy of hanging
lamps.

Blinds/shutter radio
receiver: convenient
control via the handheld or wall-mounted
transmitter.
Radio adapter plug:
the flexible solution for
switching and dimming
standard lamps.

Wherever you need it: the flat, wall-mounted radio transmitter
can simply be fixed wherever you need it. It controls the lights
and blinds conveniently – whether it is mounted on plaster,
wood or glass.

Hand-held radio transmitter:
Conveniently control all the
room functions from your
sofa via remote control.

14

Intelligent solutions: the built-in and flush-mounted receivers as well as the
receivers for the switch cabinet remain “hidden” due to their design. With the
transmitters, you have a choice: whether you attach the wall-mounted transmitter to your bathroom mirror to save you making trips or whether you would
rather move the blinds with the hand-held transmitter while sitting on the sofa
– it’s entirely up to you!

Create a comfortable room
temperature using a program:
with the radio timer thermostat,
you simply regulate the heating
as required – energy-saving and
automatic!

Automatic and flexible: The
radio automatic switch for
motion-dependent lighting
control can simply be installed
where you need it – e.g. on
the stairs.

Radio control

Radio control

Stay flexible!
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Ideas for music and more

Music and more

Now bring the “musical” element of your electrical installation up to date with JUNG! Whether
it is the built-in radio in the kitchen and bathroom or the elegant Music-Center as a docking
station for your MP3 player, iPod or iPhone – true sound experiences are guaranteed. And no
more tangle of cables when you are charging your mobile devices, thanks to the USB charger!
The same applies when you are connecting your multimedia components – they can be combined wherever they are needed. JUNG’s ideas are simple to retrofit and space-saving.

Music and more
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More in formation about
music and multimedia

One for all: simply charge two mobile devices with a USB
connection in parallel! Out with the old socket and install
the JUNG USB charger – suitable for iPhones and digital
cameras as well as games consoles and MP3 players.

That sounds good: with the Music-Center, not only can you charge MP3 players etc. but
also enjoy the best sound quality via the loudspeakers. Whether mounted individually or
in multiple frames, it’s completely up to you. You can also connect your hi-fi system as
required via the line-out outputs.

18

Musical, multimedia,
simply convenient
Musical pleasure and multimedia in a beautiful design: whether it is the Music-Center,
radio, multimedia connection system or a USB charger – the elegant wall-mounted devices
in the JUNG design do not require a great deal of space but offer a high level of comfort.

Perfectly connected: the multimedia connection system combines your
components where they are required – home cinema, hi-fi system and
games console in the lounge as well as LCD monitor, printer and scanner in the study.

Switch on the news with the light: the JUNG radio can be coupled
with the room lighting. In future, you only need to switch on the coffee
machine separately in the morning. If you then want to listen to the
charts while drinking your coffee, the high-quality loudspeaker produces
the best sound.

Music and more

Music and more

The JUNG radio app is available in the iTunes store
for downloading free of charge!
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Make your door intercom system up to the mark in terms of comfort and security! With the JUNG indoor and outdoor stations,
you gain on both fronts: not only can you monitor via the touch
screen the images of the visitor provided by the camera but you
can also control all the functions intuitively. And so that you can
hear the person who is standing in front of the door when a car
drives past, you can rely on the best speech quality without any
background noise.

Door communication

Door communication

Ideas for door
communication
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All features of JUNG
door communication

Door communication
system in a switch design

22

Photographic evidence: when someone
rings your front doorbell, a photo of the
visitor is automatically saved in the image
store of the indoor video station.

Increased security: the 130° detection angle of
the integrated camera of the surface-mounted
outdoor station enables you to see everything
that is happening outside your door.

Rich in variety: the surface-mounted
indoor audio station can be combined
with the various design frames to
match the ambience.

Individual: you have the choice of
15 real ringtones with the comfort
version of the indoor audio station;
you can even record one yourself.

A pleasant welcome for your visitor: the
outdoor stations in aluminium or stainless steel not only look elegant, they are
also extremely robust. They will therefore make your front door look good for
some time to come.

For the whole family: with this flushmounted outdoor station with four bell
buttons, each family member can have
their own ringtone.

Door communication

Door communication

Innovative and a beautiful design: the indoor stations
match perfectly the look of the rest of your electrical
installation. The numerous features ensure optimum
convenience: you can simply leave your partner a
short voice message if you leave the house before
him – it is guaranteed not to get lost unlike the usual
notes you leave lying around!
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The variaty of JUNG
design ranges

Ideas for a fresh emphasis
New functions, new look: give your electrical installation a new design! The design ranges
A creation and LS 990 create a clear tone in the room with their straight lines. Pure in white
and black, fresh in vibrant colours or sophisticated in metal: the choice is yours!

LS 990

Clear form, exclusive material selection: with high-quality glass or plastic frames in various colour variants, A creation
has a fresh and modern feel.

A true classic: the LS 990 range promises timeless elegance. The linear, square shape with narrow frames and
classic materials blends discretely into any setting

Design

Design

A creation

Rocker in aluminium
glass frame in blue-grey

Rocker in aluminium
glass frame in red

Further colour versions are available.
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Rocker in aluminium
glass frame in Silver

Rocker and frame
in white

white

chrome

black

stainless steel

Further colour versions are available.
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The variaty of JUNG
design ranges

Ideas in a smooth format
Harmony for every room: you can find smooth shapes in selected materials with the CD 500 and
SL 500 ranges. Real metal, clear acrylic glass and high-quality plastic in discrete colours provide
the tone and harmonise perfectly with your installation.

SL 500

Perfectly matched in form, colour and function: the smooth, rounded design of the CD 500 is emphasised
by the slight angling of the switch surface. Your light switch thus becomes a special accessory.

An extraordinary combination: the connection of varnished metal and acrylic glass with a harmonious smooth design
gives SL 500 its exclusive appearance. A unit is thus created with a unique and elegant effect.

Design

Design

CD 500

white

Further colour versions are available.
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black

brown

grey

Rocker in black,
acrylic glass frame,
silver backing

Rocker in gold bronze,
acrylic glass frame,
gold bronze backing

Rocker in alpine white,
acrylic glass frame,
alpine white backing
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ALBRECHT JUNG GMBH & CO. KG
P.O. Box 1320
D-58569 Schalksmühle
Germany
Tel.: +49 2355 806-553
Fax: +49 2355 806-254
E-mail: mail.vka@jung.de
Internet: www.junguk.com
For sales contacts in your country see:
www.jung-salescontact.com
You can only obtain JUNG products
from your electrical installer. In
accordance with DIN VDE 0100, the
installation and removal of electrical
devices may only be carried out by
an electrical specialist.

Progress
as a tradition
JUNG has been a specialist in electrical installation devices and systems for almost 100 years.
The family-run company from Schalksmühle in
Sauerland continually sets the highest standards
for its products in terms of quality, functionality,
ease of use and aesthetic design. Customer
benefit, innovative strength and future reliability
are always at the forefront during development
and production.

JUNG was one of the
first manufacturer to be
awarded the “Made in
Germany” certification
mark by TÜV NORD.
Quality you can rely on!

